Diesel giant mercedes

Mercedes Injector Nozzle Replacement. All parts used in these pictorials are available at the
diesel parts for sale page. See the video of the Bosio Nozzles that I installed on the car, with the
car running at the end of this page. Please remember to recycle all your used fluids at an
appropriate recycling center. Be mindful to not spill or splash fluids on yourself, others or the
ground. Also as a safety tip please remember anytime you are working on, around or under your
car, to wear safety glasses and secure the car with wheel stops and approved jack stands! This
is a pictorial that I have been waiting to do for quite some time. With all the information flying
around about the quality of replacement nozzles for the Mercedes diesel, I was especially
pleased to run across the Italian made Bosio nozzles. I have resisted for some time, the urge to
buy replacement Bosch nozzles, knowing that it is a roll of the dice, whether they will spray
properly. My friend with a Mercedes shop had a d engine on the stand and showed me the result
of the reman Bosch fuel injectors. After about miles 2 of the injectors started spraying a stream
of fuel, not a mist. Well it melted 2 of the pistons, and is currently getting a rebuild. I have been
turning wrenches on cars for over 24 years, and immediatley noticed the super high quality and
precesion of the Bosio nozzles, when I opened the package. These little gems are a very
important part of the fuel injector and responsible for proper attomization of the fuel. So I
decided to install the nozzles on a car I could do a long term test and the winner was a d with k
on the clock. As best I can tell, the car has the original injectors and nozzles installed. The car
ran pretty well, but was a little smokey at start up and I new that it needed some fresh nozzles.
So follow along as I show you how to properly install the Bosio nozzles. This is a pic of one of
the nozzles. A super high quality piece that you can tell was really machined well. Not shown is
the 5 heat shields that go between the injector and the head and a 22mm combo wrench. The
heat shields must be changed when the injector are removed. First we are going to be removing
the injector lines. I recommend that you do this on a cold engine and clean it at the car wash
before you do this job. Pay particular attention to cleaning around the injectors, so that no
debris will enter the engine after the injector is removed. Injector lines have been removed. The
nuts on the lines are 17mm. Be careful, go slow and make a diagram or label each line. Each line
is unique to each injector and its real easy to get them mixed up and you will spend a long time
trying to figure which line goes where. The return lines have also been removed. The return
lines on this car "looked" fine, but they were leaking through the pores of the rubber and were
hard as plastic. Remove the injector with your socket. Only work on one cylinder at a time. To
seperate the lower half of the injector from the upper half, I recommend that you clamp the
lower half in a vise. Make sure to clamp only on the hex portion, not the smooth part. I used
paper towels to catch any diesel fuel that may drip out. Use a 22mm wrench and loosen the top
portion of the injector. Only loosen it at this stage, but do not remove. You may have to tap the
wrench with a rubber mallet, it will be really tight if its the original. When the top is loose, turn
the injector upside down and over a clean paper towel. There are some small pieces that you
MUST not lose. I do this in my tool cart so nothing drops on the floor and bounces or rolls away.
As you unscrew the injector do it very slowly and remove the lower body portion very carefully.
If you remove the body too fast the nozzle will probably fall out. When removed upside down,
you keep the nozzle from falling out of the injector. Notice that when the pressure of the lower
body has been removed from the internal spring, the nozzle assembly does not sit flat. It will
when the lower body is reattached. This is the injector with the body removed. You can see the
nozzle on the end. Underneath the nozzle holder insert is the thrust pin, and it sits inside the
compression spring. This is the compression spring that is inside the upper portion of the
injector. I like to turn the injector upside down flat on a clean paper towel and then lift the
injector up. You can see the spring and shim on the top. Sometimes the shim will stick in the
injector. Just tap it with your hand and it will come out. There are many different thickness of
shims, so that is why I tell you to do one injector at a time. Don't mix and match parts! Cleaned
lower portion of the injector. I cleaned all the parts with brake cleaner to ensure that no foreign
material was in the injector. I just cleaned the inside with spray brake cleaner. It really did not
need it in my case, but I figured I would do it since it was apart. These are the parts inside the
injector in the order they fit. The only piece that you do not see here is the nozzle. Just so you
could see what the old nozzle looks like with the needle valve out. DO NOT take your new
nozzles apart!!!! Just leave them alone and install then right out of the box. If you want to mess
around with your old ones after you get the car running, be my guest. But leave the new ones
be. You have been warned. After cleaning all the parts and letting them air dry, I installed them
back in the exact order I found them in. I then took some clean diesel fuel and lubricated the
inside of the injector. Don't put them back together dry, they are lubricated in a diesel fuel
environment, so that is what I used. Then I set the new nozzle on top of the nozzle holder insert.
Note that is does not sit flush, it will when you reassemble the injector. Remember the
compression spring is not yet under compression, so the nozzle sits high at this point. I

lubricated the inside of the lower body before I install it to the upper body. Now take the injector
back to the vise and tighten it down to between Newton Meters. Injector ready to be installed
with a new heat shield. Do not reuse the old heat shield. Clean the injector hole with a paper
towel and long screwdriver. Just be very careful and be gentile. You are just trying to clean any
oil or debris that is on the surface where the heat shield will sit. Cleaned seat area. The heat
shield goes into the hole with the concave side facing up. Just like in the previous pic. Do not
install it upside down, it won't seal properly. I use the small needle nose pliers to help with the
installation of the heat shield. Notice the concave side is facing up. A proper install of the heat
shield. Next is to install the injector and torque it to Newton Meters. Now do that 4 more times,
for each injector. Remember to only work on one injector at a time. After you finish all 5
injectors, then reattach the fuel lines and tighten everything up. I cranked the car for maybe 20
seconds and she started right up. My first impressions were WOW! Hardly any smoke at
start-up! Great throttle response and VERY little smoke at high revs. I think I am more than a
little impressed with the Bosio nozzles! Since this is a long term test, I will update this pictorial
with more driving impressions and reports with how the nozzles are doing. My initial
recommendation They WILL breath new life into it. Any Mercedes diesel will benefit from a
super high quality nozzle assembly. So what happens if you have a leak in the body of the
injector after you have it running? See below. You will sometimes get leaking at the middle of
the injector because there is still carbon and debris in the bottom of the injector where it seal
against the nozzle. I just installed this set on my d and it ran like a new car. Well I took them out
of the engine one at a time and took them apart again This is just about the strongest solvent
you can find in the auto parts store. I them took the bottom of the injector off See the flakes of
carbon on the silver ring about the 8 o'clock position Now its nice and clean with no carbon.
Now put the injector back together and reinstall it in the car and test run it. I just uploaded the
video of these nozzles running on this car. Look at the LACK of smoke and how smooth the
engine runs! Bosio Nozzle Test Video. Cars for sale. Trucks for sale. Where we are. Links to
other diesel sites. About us. Why diesel? How they work. How they sound. VW diesel
maintenance tips. Dodge diesel maintenance tips. Mercedes Diesel parts for sale. Mercedes
diesel maintenance tips. Bio diesel and WVO page. Mercedes Vacuum Troubleshooting Basics.
All parts used in these pictorials are available at the diesel parts for sale page. Vacuum, vacuum
everywhere, or you wished it was. To many owners of the older Mercedes diesel cars, the
vacuum system continues to be an amazing mystery. Full of weird components and even
weirder operation of all kinds of stuff on the car. Well I am here to tell you today, it is not that
complicated and mysterious. To be quite frank, vacuum systems are much easier to both
understand and troubleshoot, than an electrical system is. The purpose of this pictorial is not to
troubleshoot the entire car. I will eventually do the entire car for you in several different
pictorials. My main focus is the most common areas that I hear questions on, especially around
the oil filter housing. This critical area is where most of the leaks are going to happen. Why you
ask? Because most cars are running around with the original connectors and check valves, that
have swollen and hardened because of oil vapors and heat from the engine compartment.
Combine that with years of moving and bumping the lines while taking off the oil filter housing
top, and you have a recipe for a leak. Nothing will destroy a rubber vacuum component faster
than motor oil. It swells the rubber, makes the connections loose and then bingo, leaks. So
follow along as we hunt down some vacuum leaks Please remember to recycle all your used
fluids at an appropriate recycling center. Be mindful to not spill or splash fluids on yourself,
others or the ground. Also as a safety tip please remember anytime you are working on, around
or under your car, to wear safety glasses and secure the car with wheel stops and approved
jack stands! Tools of the trade. You must have at least one vacuum pump to properly diagnosis
your system. Don't get the cheap plastic hand pump they don't last. I like the brass Sears model
for longevity. Also invaluable is a standard vacuum gauge. Many times on several of the tests I
perform, I will use both gauges at the same time. Don't skimp on these tools, they don't cost
that much and will pay for themselves the first time you use them. Oh I almost forgot one other
tool, golf tees. These are invaluable in plugging lines for testing. I have lots of them handy when
I am on the hunt for leaks. They are easy to use and slip in and out of the connectors easily.
Typical Mercedes diesel vacuum pump. They are very reliable and easy to rebuild if need be.
The most common failure is the check valve and internal diaphragm. The very first thing I do is
make sure we have a constant supply of vacuum. Disconnect the main fitting going to the brake
booster while the engine is running using a 19mm wrench. Hook up your vacuum gage to the
end and read the vacuum. As you can see we have a nice 22 hg of vacuum. The vacuum is
actually a little higher than the gauge reads due to the fact that I am just pressing the hose
against the opening and I can't make a perfect seal. This tells us the vacuum pump is working
properly. Since the most cars have the original vacuum components, I will be showing you how

to replace the connectors and other items with the dieselgiant Master Vacuum Connector kit.
Another area of great leakage is the metering valves on the main supply line. There is a 3 way
and 4 way connector on the valve. Be very careful removing the 2 connectors from the supply
line metering valve. If one breaks you will have to replace the entire line. Its not very expensive,
but if it is not is perfect condition, then it will leak. Next is the green vacuum dashpot for the
transmission. This is simply a metering device to supply the correct vacuum to the
transmission switch. If the dashpot is leaking or not functioning, then transmission shifting can
be very rough and erratic. I disconnected the supply side of the dashpot to ensure it is getting
proper vacuum and hooked my gauge into the connector that the dashpot was occupying. The
dashpot is getting proper vacuum. Why is this reading lower than the supply line? Because the
dashpot is being supplied by the 3 way connector and that is connected to the metering valve in
the supply line. The metering valve is designed to restrict the vacuum going to this area.
Replace the dashpot and the connector if necessary. Next we turn out attention to the big
culprits to vacuum leaks. The door lock check valve. If this is leaking then the doors may work
slowly or not at all. It will also allow the vacuum reservoir to leak down when the car is parked. If
you want too, you can test the valve by hooking up your hand vacuum pump to the supply side
and blocking off the 2 outlet nipples, but I would just go ahead and replace it since its in the kit.
To test the yellow lines, hook up your hand pump to each line with the other blocked off, and
see if you can pull and hold a vacuum. If not then you may have a master vacuum switch or one
of the door lock actuators leaking. Now you will see a lot of different colored vacuum line
coming though the firewall, what are they?? Well different year cars have some differences but
these are the main ones. The 2 yellow lines going to the check valve is for the door lock system.
The solid brown line is the ignition switch supply line. The brown with blue stripe is to the fuel
shut off valve. The green with yellow stripe goes to the HVAC system. The baby blue line
supplies the seat back restraint system on 2 door models. The black line supplies the vacuum
reservoir tank. Please note that you need to check the green line with the yellow stripe. This line
is the most common line to have multiple leaks due to all the dash pod units controlling the
HVAC system. If it leaks, just plug it off for now. In another pictorial we will tackle the HVAC
system by itself. Also check the black line with your hand pump. This line is the supply line for
the vacuum reservoir and will need to be addressed if it won't hold vacuum. The reservoir is
located in the truck on the sedan models and behind the drivers front fender on other models.
Now we will check the supply to the check valve. This side will have full vacuum since it is
supplying most of the lines that come through the firewall. We look good here. Test each outlet
on your connector. I have already replaced this connector and just verifying that there are no
leaks. Keep in mind when testing the vacuum system, you will need to test before the suspect
component and after it. Then just keep moving downstream, until you find the leak. Use your
golf tees to block lines for your test. Use you hand pump to test the various check valves and to
pull vacuum on actuators, reservoir, and other moving mechanisms. In the case with this car
the main culprit was the 5 way connector. It was original and swollen with oil vapor and did not
grip the lines very well. A new connector is VERY hard to get on the lines, that is what keeps
vacuum leaks away. Well I hope that I have given you enough info to be able to test and repair
this trouble area in the vacuum system. Keep in mind there are a lot of other components and
systems on your car we did not address, but you now know the basics, so go forth and stamp
out vacuum leaks. Cars for sale. Trucks for sale. Where we are. Links to other diesel sites.
About us. Why diesel? How they work. How they sound. VW diesel maintenance tips. Dodge
diesel maintenance tips. Mercedes Diesel parts for sale. Mercedes diesel maintenance tips. Bio
diesel and WVO page. How to Replace Your Shutoff Valve. All parts used in these pictorials are
available at the diesel parts for sale page. Mercedes Shutoff Valve Replacement. Please
remember to recycle all your used fluids at an appropriate recycling center. Be mindful to not
spill or splash fluids on yourself, others or the ground. Also as a safety tip please remember
anytime you are working on, around or under your car, to wear safety glasses and secure the
car with wheel stops and approved jack stands! One of the most annoying problems that the old
Mercedes diesels can have, is the shut off valve not working. You turn the key off and the
engine keeps running. So out of the car you go and lift the hood to depress the stop lever. That
whole operation is a pain, but Mercedes foresaw the valve failing, so they gave you a stop lever
to use in a pinch. Replacing the shutoff valve is not hard, but if done wrong can destroy your
engine. Let me explain. Its a very simple design, using vacuum to pull a long arm with a tab that
pulls on the internal linkage to stop the flow of fuel. The problem is, if you install the valve with
the long arm on the wrong side of the internal linkage, then it is possible that when you start the
car it will go full throttle. Since the valve is suppose to pull the linkage toward it, if installed on
the wrong side of the linkage, it will push against the linkage. If this happens not even your stop
lever will shutoff the engine. You would have to cut the fuel to the injectors by opening them, or

even better cut off the cars air supply. Installing the valve is best done when you can actually
see what you are doing. Since the valve is installed in the end of the pump on US models, and
the oil filter canister is only a few inches away, it is really impossible to see into the pump. You
could pull the pump off the car, and change it out on the bench, but who wants to pull the
injector pump just to do the valve. I found a better way. We can loosen the top ALDA plate,
rotate it 90 degrees, and look inside as we line up the valve and linkage. So follow along as I
show you how to do this job right. The new shutoff valve and the 2 gaskets are needed. There is
a metal ring that will come off the old valve with a gasket on either side. You will reuse the metal
ring, and use the new gaskets. Notice the gaskets have a notch in them as will the metal ring.
They fit on the shutoff valve only one way. Vacuum pump that you will use to assist in removing
the old valve and install the new valve. If for some reason you get a run-a-way engine, this is the
quickest way to stop it. A spray paint can top fits perfectly over the turbo inlet, to instantly cut
the air supply and shut the engine. Just remember to remove the air boot from the turbo to the
air cleaner, before you start the engine. If you have a non turbo car, just remove the air cleaner
and get a piece of wood or cookie sheet that you can put over the intake manifold opening
which also will stop the car instantly. Remember an engine needs three things to run, fuel, air
and heat. Take away any one of them, and it won't run. Now we need to remove the vacuum
hose and stuff, blocking our way. If you have a non turbo car your layout will look a little
different, but the principle is still the same. I like to remove the master vacuum supply hose just
so I don't break it. Be very careful when taking off the vacuum connections. They are usually
very brittle. The screwdriver was used very gently to just assist me in pulling the hose off.
Remove all the vacuum hoses that are attached to the transmission switchover valve. Don't
forget the hose on the side. If you have a manual transmission car, you will not have this valve.
Carefully remove the ALDA line. Don't forget that there are 2 small washers on either side of the
banjo fitting. Remove the 2 bolts holding the switchover valve Then without disconnecting the
linkage, just lay it over against the oil filter housing. Remove the 4 screws holding the ALDA top
cover plate to the injection pump. Remove the 4 bolts that hold the valve to the injection pump.
Its tight. Remove the retaining cover and connect your vacuum pump to the shutoff valve. Since
the clearance to pull the valve out of the pump is much less than the length of the shutoff valve
in its extended position, we will need to apply vacuum to get the long arm to retract and
essentially make the overall length of the valve shorter. This valve was leaky but still would hold
a little vacuum if you kept pumping the vacuum pump. If your valve won't hold vacuum at all,
then you will have to pull the valve out until it bumps the oil filter canister, and then try to
compress the long arm on the valve to gain the necessary clearance. See how much the long
arm on the shut off valve is retracted and its still hard to remove it. The oil filter canister is just a
few inches from the end of the pump. Be patient, you will be able to do it and it will come out. A
long reach needle nose pliers may help you in compressing the long arm on the valve, if yours
will not hold any vacuum. Rotating the ALDA cover 90 degrees that we removed the 4 screws,
we can now see how the lever is supposed to interact with the internal linkage. The shut off
valve will pull the linkage toward itself. If you get the valve on the other side of the internal
linkage, it would force the linkage to the full throttle position. To install just take the new valve
and install the new gaskets on either side of the metal disc that came off the old valve. I forgot
to take the pic. Then apply vacuum to shorten the arm and reinsert the new valve into the pump.
There is a small notch in the pump at the bottom of the hole, that mates with the raised portion
of the edge of the shutoff valve. Bolt the valve into the pump and then apply vacuum to make
sure the arm is pulling on the linkage correctly. Then just reassemble everything back just like
you took it off. After everything is back together, then BEFORE you start the car, remove the
turbo air boot or the air cleaner on non turbo models, just in case. Better safe than sorry. It
won't if you did everything correctly. Then start the car and let it run a few minutes and shut her
down. Cars for sale. Trucks for sale. Where we are. Links to other diesel sites. About us. Why
diesel? How they work. How they sound. VW diesel maintenance tips. Dodge diesel
maintenance tips. Mercedes Diesel parts for sale. Mercedes diesel maintenance tips. Bio diesel
and WVO page. Mercedes Fuel Tank Removal and Replacement. All parts used in these
pictorials are available at the diesel parts for sale page. Please remember to recycle all your
used fluids at an appropriate recycling center. Be mindful to not spill or splash fluids on
yourself, others or the ground. Also as a safety tip please remember anytime you are working
on, around or under your car, to wear safety glasses and secure the car with wheel stops and
approved jack stands! Mercedes Fuel Tank Removal and Repair. This is a pictorial that came by
necessity not because I wanted to do it. After some time of watching the pre-filter in the d get
more and more sediment filled, I decided it was time to pull the tank and clean it out. While I was
there I wanted to address my funky acting fuel sending unit and the fuel screen. This job is not
really hard but a little messy and well within the average DIY'er. What came out of my fuel tank

horrified my and I wondered how the car even ran at all. To be honest before I did this job the
car actually left me stranded and gave little warning until it was too late. After having done the
job this car runs better than it ever has and the pre-filter is absolutely clean and clear. The car
was not getting enough fuel under a load for a long time. So follow along as I show you how to
properly get this job done. First put the vehicle up on ramps or jack stands. Ramps are easier to
use and safer. The pre-filter was clogged up after only 5 miles of running. Time to pull the tank.
We pull the tank from the inside of the trunk. I have the dieselgiant. These are custom made and
very durable. We will be accessing the fuel sending unit first, so locate the first aid box on the
package tray. Open it and remove the first aid kit if still there. Two phillips screws hold the tray
down. After removing the tray you can access the fuel sending unit. The reason I wanted to
take. I used a wide adjustable spanner wrench to unscrew the unit. A large crescent will work
also. Covered with algae and not working properly. If your fuel gage dances around then
replace. My vacuum evacuator is a very frequently used piece of equipment in the shop. I
removed. Much easier to do it from the top than bottom. Back in the trunk we need to remove
the screws holding the sheet metal panel so we can. Be careful with the vacuum tank. Just lay it
over on the passenger side wheel well. Time to get under the car. You see the fitted fuel hose
which is the supply line to the engine. The return line and the tank vent line. All of these hoses
can be replaced in the kit from. Better to only have to do this job once! Even after evacuating
the tank there will be about a quart of fuel left over. Pull the supply. After taking the lines loose
from the tank remove the 4 bolts and gently slide the tank out. It can be awkward but it will
come out. The two large rubber pieces are gaskets. Don't loose or destroy them. View of the
bottom of the tank showing the fuel screen and the two line ports. Nasty dirty fuel screen.
Original to the car and is only designed to prevent large chunks. Replace the fuel screen while
its out! Yes all the fuel was out. Man this gets the tank squeeky clean. Yes I do the work and yes
I were safety glasses! I used a shop vac with the hose. This method will get all the water out and
dry. The tank is leaning over so all the water collects in the corner. I could not take. Brand new
dieselgiant. Take the two seals I told you not to loose clean them up and then use some clear
silicon. Make sure you have them oriented correctly. The silicon will. While the silicone sets up,
we need to flush the supply and return lines. Don't spend all. If you have an algae problem you
WILL. So I took some fuel line and a small funnel. Then blew the line out with a very low
pressure 10psi of compressed air. At the other end I had a catch bottle set up to catch the
mineral spirits and gunk that will. Don't think the lines are contaminated?? Look what came out!
Do this for the supply and return line. If your using the dieselgiant. You are installing them on
the metal lines that run to the engine. Now reinstall the tank into the truck. Make sure the
gaskets you installed do not come off. My tank neck was a little off center with the hole in the
body which made installing and. Old gromet is dry rotted and will be replaced with the new
dieselgiant. Hook up your supply hose to the tank. You can see the one gasket shifted slightly
while. I was maneuvering the tank in the car, but I was able to move it back since the silicone
had. Hook up your return and vapor line hoses to the tank. Hook up the lines in the engine
compartment, fill the tank with several gallons of clean. This is how clean the fuel. Cars for sale.
Trucks for sale. Where we are. Links to other diesel sites. About us. Why diesel? How they
work. How they sound. VW diesel maintenance tips. Dodge diesel maintenance tips. Mercedes
Diesel parts for sale. Mercedes diesel maintenance tips. Bio diesel and WVO page. If you need
something that you don't see here as I build up this page, just email me and I will get back to
you. Fuel Hose Replacement Kit. Fuel Tank Fuel Screen. Turbo Diesel Rack Damper Bolt. Cigar
Return Hose. Diesel Primer Pump New Style. Diesel Primer Pump Original Style. Fuel Level
Sending Unit. I have any part for every pictorial I have done on my web site. Shipping
guidelines. Shipping outside the USA will require extra postage, please email for quote. Nitrile
Mechanic Gloves Box. This kit will fit all Human Hands. Russell's Review of the Nitrile
Mechanics Gloves :. These gloves are fantastic! I use LOTS of these working on any car repair
or project. If you are sick and tired of getting black oil, grease, dirt or any other yuck on your
hands, then these are a must have in your tool box. I have used Nitrile gloves for years.
Superior to Latex gloves especially if you are alergic to latex. Powder free, thick enough not to
tear and thin enough to handle even the smallest nut or bolt you may want to hold. I use them
everyday and my hands thank me! The Nitrile Mechanics Gloves includes:. One hundred gloves
per box. Access to my web site pictorial and phone access to me if you have any questions.
Basic Diesel Purge Kit. Don't forget to order the DVD on performing the diesel purge. Are you
experiencing sluggish performance, injector nailing, hard starting, poor fuel economy, lots of
smoke, shaking, etc, then I would try this product first. Clears injector nozzles in minutes. This
is by far the best way to get your diesel off to a good start. This product is made in Germany,
and is designed specifically for diesel engines only. The product is designed to be used directly
into the engine, NOT the fuel tank. This kit can be used on all diesel engines in the following

chassis models , , , , , , The purge procedure is very simple to use, and I have seen it perform
near miracles in in many cars I have used it in. I recommend doing a purge on older Mercedes 2
times per year as part of your preventative maintenance. Obviously it won't cure mechanically
damaged or worn engines, but I always do a purge first, then assess the condition of the engine
after. I just did a purge on my '79 D that had only been driven about 6k miles per year. After a
few minutes, the actual engine sound had changed, and was much quieter. I have more power
to boot. Believe me, on a D with NO turbo, you need all the help you can get. Deluxe Diesel
Purge Kit. It contains everything you need not only to do the purge, but has both fuel filters to
boot. This kit can be used on all diesel engines in the following chassis models , , , , , , , I think
this kit is a great value! I have taken the time to include and package everything you need in one
simple package. No need to run to the auto parts store for fuel hose, finding a proper juice
bottle or separately ordering fuel filters. There is nothing like letting an expert do it "all" for you.
This kit is a "no brainer" for saving money and time. This is the exact same kit that I use in my
shop to do purges. Liqui Moly Diesel High Test. Diesel High Test now contains a lubricity
additive against excessive fuel pump and injector wear with low sulphur diesel fuels. Regular
use will provide the best benefits. This product can be used on all diesel engines. Russell's
Review of Diesel High Test:. This is a great product I recommend that you can put in your
Mercedes fuel tank for lubricity due to low sulphur fuels. Liqui Moly has great products and
recommend it to all my customers as part of their preventative maintenance program. This
Package Includes:. BG 44K Injection Cleaner. BG 44k is not sold in retail stores and is only
available to large new car dealerships and repair centers. Rapidly removes harmful upper
engine deposits. Reduces surging, stalling, stumble, hesitation and power loss. Regular use will
keep your upper engine cleaner, and will make the Diesel Purge you do every 6 months, much
more effective. I have used this product on many Mercedes diesels I have had in the shop, and it
works great! I normally recommend using one can in the fuel tank at every oil change or 3k
miles. You will be amazed at how it will keep the engine running great! I have been using this
product for years with outstanding results, and recommend it to all my customers as part of
their preventative maintenance program. Injector Return Line Kit. Don't forget to order the DVD
on injector return line replacement. These are the correct metric, made in Germany, black cloth
braided return lines that your car came with from the factory. Not some cheap made in China
parts store junk. The lines are the proper inside diameter to fit snugly on the injector tips, and
the proper outside diameter to fit the injector tip cut out in each injector. These lines fit and look
proper. This kit can be used on all diesel engines in the following chassis models , , , and This
is a very simple do-it-yourself project. I have replaced countless numbers of injector return lines
with my exact fit kit. The bottom line is, rubber fuel lines don't last more than a few years in an
engine compartment, before they loose their elasticity. I like to think of this as an every 2 year
preventative maintenance item. These are not some cheap made in China parts store junk.
Depending on model your hose kit may look slightly different. Order the kit for ''85 SD below.
This model requires 2 special fitted hoses for the tank. Change those hard brittle hoses. You get
the correct "cigar" return hose, the "fitted fuel hose" that screws into the fuel tank, supply hose,
and enough return hose to replace the other one at the tank. This part can be used , , , , , body
cars from Please give year, make model and VIN when ordering so we get you the proper kit.
Russell's Review of the Fuel Tank Screen :. This screen is designed to stop the muck from
getting out of the tank. They do clog up and restrict fuel flow. If your are still riding on the
original screen, then change it out at the same time your install your fuel hose replacement kit.
Its easy to do! One 1 fuel tank screen. Can't figure out why? This is the little culprit. This part
can be used on all diesel engines to That rocking side to side and shaking is often related to a
worn rack damper bolt. The factory units had weak springs. This is a genuine Bosch upgrade
with a much strong spring to stop the shakes. This bolt is supposed to dampen the internal fuel
rack in the injection pump like a small shock absorber, but if the spring is worn out it just can't
handle the job. Don't settle for any other brand but genuine Bosch! One 1 Rack Damper bolt for
the injection pump. Cigar Hose. Russell's Review of the Cigar Hose:. Don't try to smoke this
cigar! Mercedes designed a special hose to dampen the injection pulses, and called it the cigar
hose. They must have a sense of humor. If its hard, leaking or several years old, then replace it.
Takes less than 2 minutes. One 1 cigar hose. Stop introducing air into the fuel system. New
style pump has nothing to unscrew, just press down on the rubber coated plunger. Stop getting
diesel fuel all over the ground and your hand because your pump is leaking. Super easy to
change and stops the fuel gasket leaks. Do not use this primer pump when running WVO or
Veggie fuel. You need the Original Style pump sold below. The Diesel Primer Pump New
includes:. One 1 primer pump. Phone access to me if you have any questions. No longer
Available. Original style pump has the top that will unscrew. This is the OEM style primer pump..
The Diesel Primer Pump Original includes:. Fuel Shut off Valve Kit. It is possible that you have a

bad shut off valve. This part can be used on chassis models , , up to Stop lifting your hood to
turn off your car. A bad shut off valve will not let you turn your car off with the key. One 1 shut
off valve. Two 2 gaskets. Bosio Injector Nozzles. Don't forget to order the DVD on replacing the
injector nozzles. For the OM engines, order below. The nozzles are what actually wear in the
injector and determine the fuel spray pattern and atomization. For the OM engines order below.
Russell's Review of the Bosio Injector Nozzles:. A super high quality Italian made nozzle
especially designed for the Mercedes diesel. I just installed a set on an engine that had k on the
clock. The result was simply amazing. Very little smoke at idle, NO smoke when warm and a
super smooth idle. The throttle response was superb also. These nozzles are far superior to
what Bosch sells now. Breath new life into your diesel pride and joy with a set of Bosio nozzles.
Look at the pictorial for the installation procedures on the Mercedes maintenance page. If you
have a 6 cylinder then you will need to order 6 heat shields. If you have a 5 cylinder engine you
will need to order 5 heat shields. If you have a 4 cylinder you will need to order 4 heat shields.
The Bosio Injector Nozzles includes:. One 1 injector nozzle. Injector Heat Shield. Small heat
shield goes in the bottom of the threaded hole, before the fuel injector is screwed down.
Russell's Review of the Injector Heat Shield:. Just drop these in the threaded hole before you
install the fuel injector. You must use a new heat shield with each injector removed. If you have
a 6 cylinder then you will need to order 6 nozzles. If you have a 5 cylinder engine you will need
to order 5 nozzles. If you have a 4 cylinder you will need to order 4 nozzles. The Injector Heat
Shield includes:. One 1 injector heat shield. Fuel Pump. Russell's Review of the Fuel Pump
Original:. If the fuel pump stops working it will stop your diesel dead in its tracks. Easy to
change and lasts for years. Comes with a new primer pump also. The Fuel Pump Original
includes:. One 1 fuel pump. Replacement valve will look different than the older style. Don't
bypass this valve to try and get more power. If yours is not working or missing, then its very
simple to replace. This device is a protection ensuring that you are not getting over boost which
over fuels the engine and can cause severe damage. One 1 boost valve. Injection Pump Seal Kit.
This part can be used on chassis models and later diesel models only. Side pic is for illustration
only. If your MB diesel is starting to leak on the top of the injection pump where the delivery
valve is or at the place where the fuel lines attach to the pump, then the low sulfur fuel is taking
its toll. The new fuel has less lubrication properties and seems to allow the seals to fail.
Replacing them is not very hard. Kit comes with the rubber O rings and copper crush washers.
The Injection Pump Seal Kit includes:. Complete set of rubber O ring seals. Complete set of
copper crush washers. This part can be used on and chassis models only. Email me for the
price on the application for the wagons. Russell's Review of the Fuel Sending Unit:. If you fuel
gage is not reading properly, reading to low or too high or bouncing around worse than the
stock market, then your fuel sending unit is failing. The unit is exposed to all kind of
contaminates in the fuel tank and after 20 plus years they wear out. Easy to replace from inside
the car. Don't run out of. One 1 fuel level sending unit. One size fits all. The Nitrile Mechanics
Gloves includes: One hundred gloves per box. Russell's Review of the Basic Diesel Purge Kit:
The purge procedure is very simple to use, and I have seen it perform near miracles in in many
cars I have used it in. Russell's Review of the Fuel Tank Screen : This screen is designed to
stop the muck from getting out of the tank. The Fuel Tank Screen includes: One 1 fuel tank
screen. Russell's Review of the Turbo Rack Damper Bolt : That rocking side to side and shaking
is often related to a worn rack damper bolt. Russell's Review of the Cigar Hose: Don't try to
smoke this cigar! The Cigar Hose includes: One 1 cigar hose. Russell's Review of the Diesel
Primer Pump New: Stop getting diesel fuel all over the ground and your hand because your
pump is leaking. Russell's Review of the Diesel Primer Pump Original: Stop getting diesel fuel
all over the ground and your hand because your pump is leaking. The Bosio Injector Nozzles
includes: One 1 injector nozzle. Russell's Review of the Injector Heat Shield: Just drop these in
the threaded hole before you install the fuel injector. The Injector Heat Shield includes: One 1
injector heat shield. Russell's Review of the Fuel Pump Original: If the fuel pump stops working
it will stop your diesel dead in its tracks. The Fuel Pump Original includes: One 1 fuel pump.
Russell's Review of the Injection Pump Seal Kit: If your MB diesel is starting to leak on the top
of the injection pump where the delivery valve is or at the place where the fuel lines attach to
the pump, then the low sulfur fuel is taking its toll. Russell's Review of the Fuel Sending Unit: If
you fuel gage is not reading properly, reading to low or too high or bouncing around worse than
the stock market, then your fuel sending unit is failing. Product Description: Do you work on
cars or anything else around the house that you want to keep your hands clean? Product
Description: This is the fuel screen that can clog up in the bottom of your fuel tank. Product
Description: That funny looking hose running from your fuel filter to the fuel line is the cigar
hose. Product Description: Does your current primer pump leak all over the place when you use
it? Product Description: Is your car not shutting off with the key? Product Description: A must

when you remove the fuel injector. Product Description: If your boost switchover valve has
been bypassed or is not working then replace it. Product Description: Is your injection pump
leaking from the delivery valves due to the low sulfur fuel? Product Description: Is your fuel
gage not reading correctly? All Search Everything. View Photos By: warmblood Folks, buy your
parts from Phil at FastLane, I will never again deal with Diesel Giant, my two cents -overpriced
and his policies are lacking customer service satisfaction. I have been unhappy with Diesel
Giant ever since he was promoting Duracool or Freeze12 or one of those I was amazed. View
Photos By: pwogaman. I just took a look through his web page again for the first time in a
couple of years. The first thing that come to my mind is WOW! You can get a set with a hundred
from Harbor Freight for the same price. He is also selling leak stop. Might as well put molten
lead in the system. Nevertheless, his web page does have a lot of information and pictures.
View Photos By: pawoSD. I think he just orders parts from all the other sites, then doubles or
triples their price and sells them again. That is business though, if there are people willing to
pay that much. Matt L. Remember this thread? View Photos By: Renntag. I have had a good
experience with DG. Originally Posted by warmblood That was four years ago.. His attitude
about following EPA rules with regards to refrigerants was sketchy at best.. It is Sunday
morning I am trying to be nice His coolant flushing guide was helpful for me. I skipped the citrus
though. I can assure you mine are still greater. Originally Posted by pawoSD. Funny how that
works. Skid Row Joe. Why diesel? The term "torque to horsepower ratio" is meaningless, they
are different parameters and they are measured in different units; and they are both dependent
on rpm.. Horsepower is essentially torque multiplied by rpm. What he is trying to say is that
diesel engines deliver more useable torque at lower rpm than an equivalent gas engine i. View
Photos By: slcguy. Originally Posted by Diesel That seems to be the issue. Is he a "Price
Gouger" or a good Business Man? I have made my own decision on that. I think at a minimum
your Customers should not feel like a "Sucker" after the transaction is over. I am sure there are
a lot for Business type people who would have admiration for his business since business in
the end is about making profits. Originally Posted by Matt L. BB code is On. Smilies are On.
Trackbacks are On. Pingbacks are On. Refbacks are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The
time now is PM. Add Thread to del. Diesel Giant -Never Again. User Name. Remember Me?
ShopForum Gallery. Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools. Diesel Giant -Never Again
Folks, buy your parts from Phil at FastLane, I will never again deal with Diesel Giant, my two
cents -overpriced and his policies are lacking customer service satisfaction. Matt L Registered
User. Join Date: Oct Posts: 4, Renntag User Especial. Quote: Originally Posted by warmblood58
Folks, buy your parts from Phil at FastLane, I will never again deal with Diesel Giant, my two
cents -overpriced and his policies are lacking customer service satisfaction. Quote: Originally
Posted by pawoSD I think he just orders parts from all the other sites, then doubles or triples
their price and sells them again. Diesel Registered User. Posts: 6, Reasons why diesel engines
are far superior to gasoline engines. Far more torque. A typical gasoline engine has a torque to
horsepower ratio of something like 0. A diesel on the other hand is more like 2. Why is torque so
important? Well, torque is what actually supplies the power to move the vehicle and anything
you might be towing. Horsepower tells you how "quickly" you can apply that torque to the
ground. That's why a big rig goes up steep hills so slowly when he's loaded, but he can do that
forever. If a big rig had a gas engine in it, he would slow down much sooner, and he would likely
not even be able to make it up a really steep hill, because he would simply not have near
enough torque to pull himself up the hill. Is the above explanation of torque vs. Craig Guest.
Quote: Originally Posted by Diesel That seems to be the issue. Digg del. Posting Rules.
LinkBack URL. About LinkBacks. Digg this Thread! Bookmark in Technorati. Tweet this thread.
Learn More. Open Today! Sales: Service: Mercedes-Benz models are well reputed for a number
of reasons, among them being the top-tier comfort that only the best luxury vehicles can offer.
Admittedly, every Mercedes-Benz sedan is a pioneer in comfort, technology, and performance.
However, only one comes out above them all. The Mercedes-Benz S-Class will fit like a glove for
Riverside area luxury car shoppers who want to accommodate a crowd. Though on the surface
the numbers may not look too drastically different, a couple of inches may be all the difference
to a taller person looking for a truly comfortable drive. The dimensions are about more than just
comfort, however. For example, one can never underestimate the value of cargo space for daily
errands, weekend getaways, or whatever else life may throw your way. The S-Class features
superior cargo space by over five cubic feet. So go ahead, treat yourself to a few extra things on
your next shopping trip or pack that extra bag. You have the room for it. We look forward to
assisting you! View Mercedes-Benz Sedan Inventory. Your email address will not be published.
Look for this link on your favorites: Save. Walter's Mercedes-Benz of Riverside. Menu Menu.
Mercedes-Benz vs. View All New Vehicles. Sales: Open Today! New Vehicle Search. Find A New
Vehicle. Year Model Color. Pre-Owned Vehicle Search. Find A Used Vehicle. Year Make Model

Mileage. Today's Hours Open Today! We are located at Adams St. Search For:. May 9th, by
Walter's Mercedes-Benz of Riverside. Share this Post:. View Mercedes-Benz Lease Specials.
Posted in Uncategorized. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Walter's Mercedes-Benz of Riverside Wheelbase In. Front Headroom In. Mercedes Diesel Parts
for Sale Welcome to dieselgiant. Our main business is teaching you how to repair your
Mercedes diesel and save money doing it. So whether you have a W, W, W, W, d, d, cd, sd, sdl
or any other Mercedes diesel, then you have found the right place. If you have questions on how
to install your Mercedes part, then just drop me an email. My goal is to help you keep you fine
Mercedes diesel on the road for life! New parts added daily, check back often! Fuel Hose
Replacement Kit. Fuel Tank Fuel Screen. Turbo Diesel Rack Damper Bolt. Cigar Return Hose.
Diesel Primer Pump New Style. Diesel Primer Pump Original Style. Filter Kits. Nitrile Mechanic
Gloves Box. Diesel Get up to Speed Filter Kit. Diesel Complete Car Filter Kit. Diesel Extreme
Makeover Filter Kit. Transmission Filter Kit. Power Steering Filter. Fuel Filter Kit. Oil filter
Housing Shaft O rings. O Ring Kit. Freeze 12 Stop Leak. Freeze 12 Oil Charge. Climate Control
Servo. DVD Big Ten any 10 titles you want! DVD Signature Collection all 30 titles in one box!
Rack Damper Bolt Install. Cooling System Related. Diesel Thermostat Kit. Thermostat Housing
Gasket. Diesel Lower Radiator Hose. Diesel Upper Radiator Hose. Block Heater Kit. Block Heater
Cord. Citrus Flush. Mono Valve Repair Kit. Mono Valve. Expansion Tank Kit. Auxiliary Water
Pump. Radiator Drain Plug. Expansion Tank Cap. Radiator Mount Kit. Radiator Fan Shroud.
Radiator Fan Shroud Clamps. Electric Fan Retrofit Kit. Coolant Bypass Hose Kit. Temperature
Sender for Guage. Valve Train Related. Valve Adjusting Wrench Kit. Valve Cover Gasket.
Transmission Related. Transmission Vacuum Valve Lever kit. Transmission Modulator Test
Hose. Transmission Modulator Valve. Automatic Transmission Shift Bushing Kit. Transmission
Mount. Kickdown Solenoid. Retrofit Glow Plug Singles. Pencil Style Fast Glow Plugs. Pencil
Style Fast Glow Plugs 6cyl. Pre-glow Time Relay. Diesel Tranny Vacuum Dashpot. Vacuum
Connector Service Kit. Master Diesel Vacuum Connector Kit. Master Vacuum Switch. Brake
Booster Vacuum Hose. Rubber Vacuum Manifold Connector. Vacuum Element for Center Vent.
Hard Plastic Vacuum Line small diameter. Mercedes Ignition Lock Set with Key. Ignition Lock
Housing. Ignition Lock Cover. Window Regulators Series Cars. Window Motors. Window
Switches Early Models. Window Switches Later Models. Interior Door Handles. Genuine Sheep
Skin Seat Covers. Dash Dimmer Switch. Small Instrument Cluster Bulbs. Large Instrument
Cluster Bulbs. Instrument Cluster Socket. Interior Dome Light. Headlight Switch. Window
Sealing Strip Kit. Front Windshield Seal. Rear Windshield Seal. Side Mirror Glass. Wagon Hatch
Struts. Hood Pad. Antenna Grommet. Upper Body Molding Inserts. Lower Molding Clips. Rear
Emblem Inserts. Door Panel Clips. Door Striker. Spare Tire Cover. Front Grill Mounting Kit. Hood
Release Strap. Internal Voltage Regulator. External Voltage Regulator. Alternator Adjust Bolt.
Rear Muffler Body. Exhaust Hangers. Windshield Washer Nozzles. Windshield Washer Kit.
Windshield Wiper Shield. Speedometer Cable. Good Used Mercedes Deck lid Emblems. New
Mercedes Hood Star. New Mercedes Trunk Star. Drive Belts Non Turbo Models. I have any part
for every pictorial I have done on my web site. If you need something that you don't see here as
I build up this page, just email me and I will get back to you. Due to problems with slow customs
processing on foreign shipments, we no longer ship outside of the USA. No shipping of any
liquids or freon to Alaska, Hawaii. This kit will fit all Human Hands. Russell's Review of the
Nitrile Mechanics Gloves :. These gloves are fantastic! I use LOTS of these working on any car
repair or project. If you are sick and tired of getting black oil, grease, dirt or any other yuck on
your hands, then these are a must have in your tool box. I have used Nitrile gloves for years.
Superior to Latex gloves especially if you are allergic to latex. Powder free, thick enough not to
tear and thin enough to handle even the smallest nut or bolt you may want to hold. I use them
everyday and my hands thank me! The Nitrile Mechanics Gloves includes:. One hundred gloves
per box. Access to my web site pictorial and phone access to me if you have any questions.
Basic Diesel Purge Kit. Don't forget to order the DVD on performing the diesel purge. Are you
experiencing sluggish performance, injector nailing, hard starting, poor fuel economy, lots of
smoke, shaking, etc, then I would try this product first. Clears injector nozzles in minutes. This
is by far the best way to get your diesel off to a good start. This product is made in Germany,
and is designed specifically for diesel engines only. The product is designed to be used directly
into the engine, NOT the fuel tank. This kit can be used on all diesel engines in the following
chassis models , , , , , , The purge procedure is very simple to use, and I have seen it perform
near miracles in in many cars I have used it in. I recommend doing a purge on older Mercedes 2
times per year as part of your preventative maintenance. Obviously it won't cure mechanically
damaged or worn engines, but I always do a purge first, then assess the condition of the engine
after. I just did a purge on my '79 D that had only been driven about 6k miles per year. After a
few minutes, the actual engine sound had changed, and was much quieter. I have more power

to boot. Believe me, on a D with NO turbo, you need all the help you can get. Deluxe Diesel
Purge Kit. It contains everything you need not only to do the purge, but has both fuel filters to
boot. This kit can be used on all diesel engines in the following chassis models , , , , , , , I think
this kit is a great value! I have taken the time to include and package everything you need in one
simple package. No need to run to the auto parts store for fuel hose, finding a proper juice
bottle or separately ordering fuel filters. There is nothing like letting an expert do it "all" for you.
This kit is a "no brainer" for saving money and time. This is the exact same kit that I use in my
shop to do purges. Liqui Moly Diesel High Test. Diesel High Test now contains a lubricity
additive against excessive fuel pump and injector wear with low sulphur diesel fuels. Regular
use will provide the best benefits. This product can be used on all diesel engines. Russell's
Review of Diesel High Test:. This is a great product I recommend that you can put in your
Mercedes fuel tank for lubricity due to low sulphur fuels. Liqui Moly has great products and
recommend it to all my customers as part of their preventative maintenance program. This
Package Includes:. BG 44K Injection Cleaner. BG 44k is not sold in retail stores and is only
available to large new car dealerships and repair centers. Rapidly removes harmful upper
engine deposits. Reduces surging, stalling, stumble, hesitation and power loss. Regular use will
keep your upper engine cleaner, and will make the Diesel Purge you do every 6 months, much
more effective. Yes I use this product in my personal diesel vehicles! I have used this product
on many Mercedes diesels I have had in the shop, and it works great! I normally recommend
using one can in the fuel tank at every oil change or 3k miles. You will be amazed at how it will
keep the engine running great! I have been using this product for years with outstanding
results, and recommend it to all my customers as part of their preventative maintenance
program. Injector Return Line Kit. Don't forget to order the DVD on injector return line
replacement. These are the correct metric, made in Germany, black cloth braided return lines
that your car came with from the factory. Not some cheap made in China parts store junk. The
lines are the proper inside diameter to fit snugly on the injector tips, and the proper outside
diameter to fit the injector tip cut out in each injector. These lines fit and look proper. This kit
can be used on all diesel engines in the following chassis models , , , and This is a very simple
do-it-yourself project. I have replaced countless numbers of injector return lines with my exact
fit kit. The bottom line is, rubber fuel lines don't last more than a few years in an engine
compartment, before they loose their elasticity. I like to think of this as an every 2 year
preventative maintenance item. These are not some cheap made in China parts store junk.
Depending on model your hose kit may look slightly different. Order the kit for ''85 SD below.
This model requires 2 special fitted hoses for the tank. Change those hard brittle hoses. You get
the correct "cigar" return hose, the "fitted fuel hose" that screws into the fuel tank, supply hose,
and enough return hose to replace the other one at the tank. This part can be used , , , , , body
cars from Please give year, make model and VIN when ordering so we get you the proper kit.
Russell's Review of the Fuel Tank Screen :. This screen is designed to stop the muck from
getting out of the tank. They do clog up and restrict fuel flow. If your are still riding on the
original screen, then change it out at the same time your install your fuel hose replacement kit.
Its easy to do! One 1 fuel tank screen. Can't figure out why? This is the little culprit. This part
can be used on all diesel engines to That rocking side to side and shaking is often related to a
worn rack damper bolt. The factory units had weak springs. This is a genuine Bosch upgrade
with a much strong spring to stop the shakes. This bolt is supposed to dampen the internal fuel
rack in the injection pump like a small shock absorber, but if the spring is worn out it just can't
handle the job. Don't settle for any other brand but genuine Bosch! One 1 Rack Damper bolt for
the injection pump. Cigar Hose. Russell's Review of the Cigar Hose:. Don't try to smoke this
cigar! Mercedes designed a special hose to dampen the injection pulses, and called it the cigar
hose. They must have a sense of humor. If its hard, leaking or several years old, then replace it.
Takes less than 2 minutes. One 1 cigar hose. Stop introducing air into the fuel system. New
style pump has nothing to unscrew, just press down on the rubber coated plunger. Stop getting
diesel fuel all over the ground and your hand because your pump is leaking. Super easy to
change and stops the fuel gasket leaks. Do not use this primer pump when running WVO or
Veggie fuel. You need the Original Style pump sold below. The Diesel Primer Pump New
includes:. One 1 primer pump. Phone access to me if you have any questions. No longer
Available. Original style pump has the top that will unscrew. This is the OEM style primer pump.
The Diesel Primer Pump Original includes:. Fuel Shut off Valve Kit. It is possible that you have a
bad shut off valve. This part can be used on chassis models , , up to Stop lifting your hood to
turn off your car. A bad shut off valve will not let you turn your car off with the key. One 1 shut
off valve. Two 2 gaskets. Bosio Injector Nozzles. Don't forget to order the DVD on replacing the
injector nozzles. For the OM engines, order below. The nozzles are what actually wear in the
injector and determine the fuel spray pattern and atomization. Russell's Review of the Bosio

Injector Nozzles:. A super high quality Italian made nozzle especially designed for the Mercedes
diesel. I just installed a set on an engine that had k on the clock. The result was simply amazing.
Very little smoke at idle, NO smoke when warm and a super smooth idle. The throttle response
was superb also. These nozzles are far superior to what Bosch sells now. Breath new life into
your diesel pride and joy with a set of Bosio nozzles. Look at the pictorial for the installation
procedures on the Mercedes maintenance page. If you have a 6 cylinder then you will need to
order 6 heat shields. If you have a 5 cylinder engine you will need to order 5 heat shields. If you
have a 4 cylinder you will need to order 4 heat shields. The Bosio Injector Nozzles includes:.
One 1 injector nozzle. Injector Heat Shield. Small heat shield goes in the bottom of the threaded
hole, before the fuel injector is screwed down. Russell's Review of the Injector Heat Shield:.
Just drop these in the threaded hole before you install the fuel injector. You must use a new
heat shield with each injector removed. If you have a 6 cylinder then you will need to order 6
nozzles. If you have a 5 cylinder engine you will need to order 5 nozzles. If you have a 4 cylinder
you will need to order 4 nozzles. The Injector Heat Shield includes:. One 1 injector heat shield.
Fuel Pump. Russell's Review of the Fuel Pump Original:. If the fuel pump stops working it will
stop your diesel dead in its tracks. Easy to change and lasts for years. Comes with a new primer
pump also. The Fuel Pump Original includes:. One 1 fuel pump. Replacement valve will look
different than the older style. Don't bypass this valve to try and get more power. If yours is not
working or missing, then its very simple to replace. This device is a protection ensuring that
you are not getting over boost which over fuels the engine and can cause severe damage. One 1
boost valve. Injection Pump Seal Kit. This part can be used on chassis models and later diesel
models only. Side pic is for illustration only. If your MB diesel is starting to leak on the top of
the injection pump where the delivery valve is or at the place where the fuel lines attach to the
pump, then the low sulfur fuel is taking its toll. The new fuel has less lubrication properties and
seems to allow the seals to fail. Replacing them is not very hard. Kit comes with the rubber O
rings and copper crush washers. The Injection Pump Seal Kit includes:. Complete set of rubber
O ring seals. Complete set of copper crush washers. Fuel Level Sending Unit. This part can be
used on and chassis models only. Email me for the price on the application for the wagons.
Russell's Review of the Fuel Sending Unit:. If you fuel gage is not reading properly, reading to
low or too high or bouncing around worse than the stock market, then your fuel sending unit is
failing. The unit is exposed to all kind of contaminates in the fuel tank and after 20 plus years
they wear out. Easy to replace from inside the car. Don't run out of. One 1 fuel level sending
unit. These are high quality OEM type parts that fit perfect. Most owners don't even know the
levers exist, hence never replace them. Since they are plastic, they will wear out over time. They
are located on the top of the valve cover, under the black plastic box with vacuum lines running
to it. The levers are sold as a pair. This kit can be used on all diesel engines in the following
chassis models , through that use the vacuum levers. Every 84 and older Turbo Diesel I have
seen, has had worn levers in them. I have replaced so many for my cars and others, that I
decided to do a pictorial on how to replace them on the Mercedes diesel maintenance tips page.
Pair of the vacuum valve levers Link to my web site with full directions and pictorial. This kit can
be used on all diesel engines in the following chassis models that use the vacuum levers. If the
mounting ears are cracked or broken, you will have to replace the entire switch. Most cars have
2 switches piggy backed on the valve cover. In the pic it is to the left of my finger. If you plastic
vacuum lines come out easily then you definitely have a vacuum leak and need to replace it.
Easy to do comes with the front and back side. One 1 rubber vacuum connector connector set.
Link to my web site with full directions and pictorial. Vacuum Element for Center Vents. If your
air is NOT blowing out of the two center vents with much force then the door is only partially
open. Leaky vacuum elements will cause this to occur. Not having this element will cause other
problems in the vacuum system and can cause air to blow at the windshield when not in defrost
mode. Easy to do when your remove the glove box liner. The Vacuum Element for Center Vents
includes:. One 1 vacuum element for the center vents. This kit can be used on all diesel engines
in the following chassis models most Mercedes models. Is your hard plastic vacuum lines
cracked, broken or missing? Replace them with new line. German made plastic line comes in
clear only, but stopping vacuum leaks is the main priority. These lines run all over the engine
compartment and years of heat, oil fumes and vibration take their toll on plastic. This line is
NOT the large diameter line that runs throughout the interior of the car. The Hard Plastic
Vacuum Line includes:. One 1 meter of hard plastic vacuum line. Door Lock Vacuum Box. This
kit can be used on chassis Mercedes models. This is the single element box. If you have the
dual element box then email for availability. The vacuum box inside the door is what actually
moves the door locks. If is is leaking due to age, the door locks won't work. Easy to replace, just
pull off the door panel and its right there. The Door Lock Vacuum Box includes:. One door lock
vacuum box. Thermal Vacuum Valve. This kit can be used on and chassis Mercedes models.

You either have a black or blue valve, when ordering please write that in when checking out.
Russell's Review of the Thermal Vacuum Valve:. Located in the thermostat housing. This
vacuum valve will over time have the connector break causing vacuum leaks with your vacuum
system. Easy to replace. The Thermal Vacuum Valve includes:. One thermal Vacuum Valve.
Product Description: If you are looking for quality lock and key cylinder, I have some in stock
for the W body style. The time it takes to do the job, do it right and it will last for years. The lock
cylinder comes with one 1 key. I will need your full VIN when you order to ensure you get the
right cylinder. This kit can be used on the following chassis models and Please include your VIN
when you order. Russell's Review of the Ignition Lock Set:. I decided to do a pictorial on how to
replace them on the Mercedes diesel maintenance tips page. The Ignition Lock Set includes:.
This kit can be used on the following chassis models Russell's Review of the Ignition Lock
Housing:. Some times when you key is stuck in the tumbler you must destroy the housing or it
will jam over time. When this happens you need a new lock housing. Does not come with the
key and tumbler. The Ignition Lock Housing includes:. Mercedes Ignition Lock housing Link to
my web site with full directions and pictorial. Russell's Review of the Ignition Lock Cover:. This
is the hardened steel cover that screws on to the ignition cylinder to keep it secure. If yours is
mangled or had to be drilled out just install a new one. The Ignition Lock Cover includes:.
Mercedes Ignition Lock cover Link to my web site with full directions and pictorial. Don't for get
to order the DVD on replacing the power steering filters. The power steering filter is located
inside the reservoir and is got to be the most neglected filter on the car. It is very easy to
replace and takes less than 5 minutes. This kit can be used on all diesel engines in the following
chassis models , , , , , Russell's Review of the Power Steering Filter:. This is a very easy
do-it-yourself project that should be done 1 time per year as part of your P. The Power Steering
Filter includes:. Power steering filter Link to my web site with full directions and pictorial. Clean
diesel fuel is the lifeblood of your Mercedes diesel engine. You should change the main spin on
filter every k miles or once per year. I like to see maintenance conscious customer change the
inline filter every 5k miles or every oil change. Since you can get lots of sediment and algae in
the diesel fuel tanks, it makes good sense to keep a fresh filter on your pride and joy. A clogged
filter can produce a poor running car with low power and lots of smoke. Not to mention if any
sediment gets into the injection pump. Russell's Review of the Fuel Filter Kit :. I put this fuel
filter kit together specifically for my diesel customers. Every Mercedes I get to resell or maintain
for a customer, gets 2 fresh fuel filters installed as a rule. Filters are cheap, engines are NOT.
Keep the inline filters and a screwdriver in the trunk with you while on trips. No sense being
stranded out on the road, when you could just use your spare and be on your way. These are
great quality filters at a great price. I use and Trust these filters. The Fuel Filter Kit Includes:.
One 1 spin on fuel filter One 1 spin on "O" ring. Also if you are changing out your compressor,
you must replace the dryer. This item can be used on the following chassis models , and Please
include full VIN with order. For and cars order below. Over time the Dryer absorbs moisture
from the system. Also if you are changing out your compressor, you must replace the
expansion valve. Russell's Review of the Expansion Valve:. Over time the expansion valve will
start to corrode internally from the moisture present in the system. In the it is super easy to
replace and well worth the small price. The Expansion Valve contains:. New Expansion Valve
Link to my web site with full directions and pictorial. Freeze 12 is a drop in replacement for R It
is non-flammable and contains no CFC's. No EPA license is needed to use Freeze Lower
compressor head pressure than Ra and comparable to R You will need to use a "side can
tapper" with the basic kit. I only have 3 cans left and then its gone forever! To buy this product,
the EPA says you must be Section certified! Take the test online, its easy. Then email me your
certification number. Russell's Review of the Basic Freeze 12 Refrigerant:. I have been using
this product for several years with excellent results. Freeze 12 produces much less pressure on
your compressor and it will last much longer. I never liked the performance of Ra converted
systems, because the condenser is NOT designed for it. Using Freeze 12 requires no oil or O
ring change. Check out my pictorial on the Mercedes maintenance page and see how I got 38
degrees at the vent with Freeze Three 12 oz cans of Freeze 12 Link to my web site with full
directions and pictorial. Russell's Review of the Deluxe Freeze 12 Refrigerant:. Three 12 oz cans
of Freeze 12 Dispensing valve Charging hose Conversion fittings and a label Link to my web
site with full directions and pictorial. Replace you O rings when you replace the expansion valve
and drier. Russell's Review of the O Ring Kit:. Always replace your O rings when you change
your expansion valve and drier. Never ever skip this step! O rings compatible with all
refrigerants. The O Ring Kit kit contains:. Six 6 O rings Link to my web site with full directions
and pictorial. You can use gauges that are set up for R, Freeze 12 or a with this set. Side
piercing style allows you to use any can size, including the smaller oil charge and stop leak can.
Two inserts are included to work with the smaller cans. Side port will fit on the charging hose of

R or a. One 1 side piercing can tap Two 2 adapters Link to my web site with full directions and
pictorial. Russell's Review of the Stop Leak:. Depending on the size of the leak it may or may
not work, but give it a try. The Stop Leak kit contains:. One 1 can stop leak. If you are not
rebuilding your system and just need to top off the oil, then the oil charge is a great way to get
that done. Russell's Review of the Oil Charge:. Adding oil to a system that is already under
pressure must be done by an oil injector or a pressurized can. The oil charge is a safe and
effective way to add 2 ounces of oil to your Freeze 12 charge. Just add it the same way you
would the freeze 12 stop leak or refrigerant. If you are rebuilding your system and adding a new
dryer or expansion valve I always prefer the BG oil, but this works great to systems already
under pressure. The Oil Charge kit contains:. One 1 can oil charge. Therefore, it will not void
OEM compressor warranties! When I was first approached with this product I was very
susceptible. My good friend who is a BG rep told me to "just give it a try". Well after I tried it I
was sold! On the older Mercedes, they use the R-4 compressor, which does not have a very
good and reliable record. Not to mention it is very noisy. I can say that of the conversions I have
done, and replaced the oil with the Frigi-Quiet, the results are amazing. When the compressor is
running you can't hear it. All you can hear is the clutch engaging and that is it. Smooth and
silent. The Frigi-Quiet Compressor Oil contains:. One 8 oz bottle of Frigi-Quiet Compressor Oil
Link to my web site with full directions and pictorial. This item can be used on the following
chassis models , , , , , The temp switch is one of two switches that is on the receiver dryer and is
the long narrow sensor the is mounted horizontal. This item can be used on the following
chassis models , , , This switch is a safety device on the dryer to prevent compressor operation
if the system is low on refrigerant. If your compressor runs with the system low on refrigerant,
then it will destroy it. So do yourself a favor and replace it when you replace the dryer. This item
can be used on the following chassis models , turbo cars only. When these hoses fail and no
longer hold pressure the only option is to replace them. This item can be used on the following
chassis models and , models to only. Russell's Review of the Climate Control Servo:. Here is a
real Mercedes debacle. This system is plagued with faults and always ends up failing. The main
servo unit located in the engine compartment on the passenger side, controls the hot water flow
to the heater core. This Upgrade kit is designed to upgrade the unreliable analog and
mechanical climate control system to modern digital microprocessor technology. This upgrade
involves removing the OEM servo and amplifier. These are replaced with rugged industrial
strength solenoid valves and a proprietary controller module. Made by unwired tools and
warranted for 5 years. Chrysler designed and dumped this system due to problems in the late
'70's and Mercedes started to use it in their cars. The Climate Control Servo contains:. One 1
climate control servo system. Water Pump. Russell's Review of the Water Pump:. Water pumps
are not really given any thought until they either start leaking or make a whole bunch of racket.
If they fail you will overheat you engine in a quck minute. The Water Pump contains:. One 1
water pump with gasket. Fan Clutch. Also , , through Please make sure you order the correct fan
clutch. Your car should fall under one of the 3 areas to the left. Russell's Review of the Fan
Clutch:. A sure fire way to have your Mercedes diesel overheat is to have a bad fan clutch. The
clutch is supposed to lock up to engine speed when the temp gets to a certain degree. A bad
fan clutch will have your car running hot at idle and low speed driving. Can also cause the A. A
defective fan clutch will NOT make the car run hot at highway speeds. More than a few engines
have been ruined by a defective fan clutch. If in doubt replace it before its too late. The Fan
Clutch contains:. One 1 fan clutch. This item can be used on the following chassis models
models. In lew of the factory set-up install the electric fan kit. Looks like it was supposed to be
there 20 years ago. Plus you will have a much quicker warm up time the cold weather. Look at
my pictorial on the maintenance page for install directions. Easy to do! I have this fan kit on my
d and it works great! The Electric Fan Retrofit Kit contains:. One 1 electric fan kit. We site
pictorial of the install. This item can be used on the following chassis models and models. This
is the hose that always goes bad at the worse time. The bypass hose is constantly getting oil on
it if you have a valve cover or other oil leak. The oil softens it and then it fails. Attaches to the
thermostat housing bottom. Comes with a thermostat housing gasket also as this must be
loosened from the engine to replace the hose. This is the correct German spec hose with the
proper wall thickness and diameter. The Coolant Bypass Hose Kit contains:. One 1 bypass
hose. One 1 thermostat housing gasket. Thermostat Housing Gaske t. Russell's Review of the
Thermostat Housing Gasket:. The thermostat housing gasket seals the thermostat housing to
the side of the block. The Thermostat Housing Gasket contains:. T emperature Sender for
Guage. Russell's Review of the Temperature Sender for Guage:. The temperature sender is in
the head and is what tells the temperature guage on your dash how hot the engine is. Correct a
miss reading temp guage. The Temperature Sender contains:. One 1 temperature sender. This
kit can be used on all diesel engines in the following chassis models: , , , to You can loose and

you will save a TON of money by doing it yourself and not paying the mechanic. I had to grind
the head down on the competitor wrench to get it to work. I also have a non-slip surface on the
handle, that really comes in handy when your hands get oily. My wrenches are slightly lighter
and easier to handle, than the competition also. The pictorial directions you get on my web site
is far better than the black and white instructions you get with the competition. Plus you are
getting the DVD on how to adjust the valves done by me. Stop paying the Mercedes mechanic
and pay yourself. The Valve Adjusting Wrench Kit:. One of the most overlooked maintenance
procedures besides fluid and filters, has to be the valve adjustment. Mercedes recommends this
simple procedure every 12k miles or one year. I can't tell you how many older Mercedes diesels
I see, that desperately need the valves adjusted. It is not hard to do even for the beginner. There
are a couple of special wrenches, feeler gauge and new valve cover gasket that is needed. One
car in particular that I have done the valves on, went from a rough running sled, to smooth as a
Cadillac just because of the valve adjustment. The wrenches are specifically designed for
adjusting the Mercedes valves. The head is thin enough to get to the bottom nut and not
interfere with the top nut. I also have a non-slip coating for the handles, that I think you will
really appreciate when things get greasy. Besides my information is given to you free of charge,
whether you buy my wrenches or not. I truly want to help you fix your own Mercedes, and equip
you to do so. One 1 Valve Cover Gasket Access to my web site pictorial and phone access to
me if you have any questions. For , and series chassis models after order the late model valve
cover gasket. Russell's Review of the Valve Cover Gasket :. Its so easy to do and stop the oil
leaks to boot! The Valve Cover Gasket includes:. This kit can be used on all diesel engines in
the following chassis models all Mercedes diesel engines. Why shop all over the internet
looking for all those maintenance parts. Get them all in one convenient box. I have put together
a really nice package for all your maintenance filters. The Diesel Get up to Speed Kit includes:.
Every filter and maintenance item on your car is included in this kit. Save time and money get
everything in one box and at one time. All instructions for the filters are located on the pictorials
on my web site. This kit can be used on all diesel engines. This kit will have different parts
depending on the year and body type. If your car is the version with a trap oxidizer, then you will
need a different air filter that is slightly more expensive order it below WITH the filter kit. Every
filter on your car is addressed including other maintenance items. This is the same exact kit that
I use when I get a new Mercedes in the shop. It addresses everything you need to do to your
new arrival. Plus you get to call and talk to me if you have any questions. The Diesel Complete
Car filter Kit includes:. This kit can be used on , , , , , diesel engines. Ok I pulled out the stops on
this kit. I went crazy in the parts bins and put together everything you need to do an extreme
makeover on your new ride. Plus I want you to call me if you have any questions. The Diesel
Extreme Makeover Kit includes:. Russell's Review of the Diesel Thermostat Kit :. This is another
one of those maintenance items that I recommend to be done every time you flush your coolant.
A sticking or malfunctioning thermostat has the potential to overheat your engine or not allow it
to get warm enough. Why take a chance on a cheap part ruining your car. I recommend
changing the thermostat every 2 years when you change your coolant. One 1 Thermostat One 1
Thermostat "O" ring Access to my web site pictorial and phone access to me if you have any
questions. This is the gasket that goes between the thermostat housing and the block. If its
leaking or your changing the water pump then renew this gasket. The Thermostat Housing
Gasket includes:. One 1 Thermostat Housing Gasket. I like to see customers change out the
cooling systems hoses every 5 years or so. Its cheap insurance to keep your engine from
blowing a hose due to age or other environmental decay. The Diesel Lower Radiator Hose
includes:. One 1 Lower Radiator Hose Access to my web site pictorial and phone access to me
if you have any questions. The Diesel Upper Radiator Hose includes:. One 1 Upper Radiator
Hose Access to my web site pictorial and phone access to me if you have any questions. For ,
and models order below. Russell's Review of the Transmission Filter Kit :. This is an item that is
really overlooked. Transmission fluid should be changed ever 24k miles max. I do mine every
12k miles and is cheap insurance on a transmission failure. Fluid overheating and turning to
varnish, is a huge problem on automatics. Keep the transmission filter and fluid changed often
to prevent future expensive problems. The kit includes a filter and pan gasket and other gaskets
as related to your model. One 1 Transmission filter kit Access to my web site pictorial and
phone access to me if you have any questions. Transmission Cooler Hose. Russell's Review of
the Transmission Cooler Hose :. Rubber and hot tranny fluid are not the best of friends. Over
time the rubber transmission cooler hoses that go from the radiator to the steel lines will leak
and crack. Easy to install and spring wrapped, these cooler hoses will last for many years to
come. Stop dripping tranny fluid all over your driveway. The Transmission Cooler Hose
includes:. One 1 Transmission cooler hose. Transmission Kick-down Cable. Get the shift back
into that tranny. This product can be used on and body turbo diesel Mercedes through The

kick-down cable is responsible for when the transmission shifts. Adjustment of a defective,
stretched or broken cable will not yield a transmission that shifts properly. This cable is NOT for
how hard the transmission shifts, that is the vacuum modulator valves job. Runs from the
transmission on the passenger side to the top of the valve cover on the same side. The older
loop style glow plugs can be upgraded with this high quality kit designed to increase heat
output and longevity. Changing the glow plug relay is NOT necessary with this kit. This is one of
those repairs that really make a noticeable difference. Installing the newer "pencil" style glow
plugs in place of the "loop" style, really help the engine start. After installing the kit, I could not
believe how much faster and smoother the engine starts. I had just installed new loop plugs, so
they were as good as it was going to get. After the new pencil style were installed, I vowed
never again to use the old loop style plugs. This kit is NOT for turbo diesel cars as they all use
the pencil style plugs. Order the pencil style fast glow kit for your turbo diesel below. Some
times you only need one or two plugs, so why buy a whole set? Buy them by the each. You will
save money buying them as a kit. The Retrofit Glow Plug Singles includes:. This kit features a
set of the fast glow plugs from an OEM supplier to Mercedes. This kit can be used on the
following chassis models: , and , diesel Mercedes engines with the pencil style glow plugs. If
you have a d, then order the 4cylinder kit below. If you have a d 2. Glow plugs don't last forever.
The resistance gets high over time and then they will fail to glow. With a few plugs not
operating, your engine will probably not start. Replacing them is easy to do. Don't wait. This kit
can be used on the following chassis models , , : 6cyl diesel Mercedes engines with the pencil
style glow plugs. For the Chassis with the OM engine order below. This kit can be used on the
following chassis models and 5 cylinder only to Russell's Review of the Pre-glow Time Relay :.
If your glow plug relay has seen better days and no longer works, replace it. Its a very easy job
any one can do. This relay is on the drivers side fender near the headlight. Brand new OEM
supplier to Mercedes will make your glow system right again. U sed on and later MB cars.
Russell's Review of the 80 Amp Strip Fuse:. If your strip fuse is burned or broken then your
pre-glow relay will not heat the glow plugs. Replace it with 2 screws and get that engine started
again. Keep them in your glove box and never be stranded out again with a burned fuse. One 5
80 amp strip fuses. Made of a heavy duty element and electrically grounded for safety. Those
cars running on WVO or Veggie really need a good block heater to reduce the time you have to
run on petroleum. A warm engine reduces wear on rings and valve train components. Also a
reduction in start-up emissions with a warm engine will result. Reduce smoke and decrease the
time it takes to achieve full oil pressure at idle. Great for engines with high miles or lower than
normal compression. Helps them start MUCH more quickly and reduces glow plug system and
battery wear. This kit will fit all , , body Mercedes with the 4 or 5 cylinder engine up to Russell's
Review of the Block Heater Kit :. Well having a "senior" '79 d that does not have 'like new"
compression, I love the quick starts I get on a chilly morning. To be frank, I plug the old '79 in
every night, even in the summer. Having a good block heater really help the old car start with a
minimum of complaints. Having the engine warm when you go to start, makes a dramatic
decrease in wear since there is less thermal expansion that must take place, compared to a
stone cold engine. Also if your engine did not come with a factory block heater, then you are
looking at a real job installing one. Since these engines are nearly 20 years old, trying to remove
the block heater plug, can require a torch and a 5 foot breaker bar. The cast iron plug on most
engines especially up North is rusted on the threads, making it VERY difficult to remove. You
also run the risk, although small, of cracking the block trying to remove that darn cast iron plug.
My block heater is designed to fit in the lower radiator hose, just like heavy duty construction
equipment. I have already installed the heater into the brand new hose for you, just remove your
old hose, and install the new one. Having the heater installed in the hose and not the block,
takes advantage of the insulating properties of the hose. Since the factory heater is installed in
the block, there is a slight thermal conductive cooling loss on the element itself. Russell's
Review of the Block Heater Cord:. Worn, torn, frayed or missing block heater cords do no one
any good. Revive your cold start ability with a working block heater. This cord plugs into the
factory block heater and is a 3 prong ground unit. Replace the factory unit perfectly. One 1
block heater cord. If the timing chain breaks while the engine is running, then your run the
possibility of cracking the head and bending the valves. The camshaft and rocker assembly can
also break in half. Timing chains are often neglected and is an "out of mind out of site" sort of
maintenance. If your timing chain has many miles, and is starting to stretch, then it will affect
your pump timing and can lead to rough running, excessive smoke and hard starting. These are
the same gloves that I use and trust. Russell's Review of the Timing Chain Kit :. You can use my
step by step pictorial on how to do this job. Its not all that hard to do. I would rather do a timing
chain than a set of oil cooler hoses. Following the pictorial instructions will get you on the path
to success! Timing Chain Tensioner. Turbo models use your old bolt. Russell's Review of the

Timing Chain Tensioner :. The rubber felt strip that seals against the outside of the 2 front
windows, is really not designed to last 20 years. Rubber deteriorates with age and gets hard and
brittle. Hard rubber is not a good seal against glass. Since the 2 front windows get the most
movement over time with the windows going up and down, this kit addresses the broken and
cracked rubber seal. This kit will fit all 4 door body Mercedes This is an item that most people
don't even give a second thought to. The rubber on the Mercedes cars are very good, but were
never intended to last 20 plus years. The 2 front windows are usually the ones that are most
damaged since these are the 2 windows that are raised and lowered the most over the life of the
car. Air Cleaner Anti rattle kit. If your air cleaner is loose and moving, then you probably have a
broken bracket and mounts. The vibration of the diesel engine at idle plays havoc on both
items. After several years of movement they fail. This kit will fit all turbo diesel Mercedes except
the version with the remote air cleaner. I can't begin to tell you how many brackets and rubber
mounts I have replaced. When the mounts get loose, then a broken bracket and broken mounts
are soon to follow. It is not a hard job to replace the items and get that air cleaner to stop
dancing and making weird noises. Three 3 air cleaner rubber mounts. One 1 air cleaner bracket.
Air Cleaner Rubber Mounts. Replacing the rubber mounts should be an every other year ritual.
Those little mounts just don't last forever and they are cheap and easy to do. Takes less than 10
minutes and will greatly stabilize the air cleaner. If you bracket is broken also on your turbo
diesel then order the Air Cleaner Anti Rattle kit above. The air Cleaner Rubber Mount Kit
includes:. This is the factory recommended way to flush your cooling system. This kit will fit all
Mercedes. Russell's Review of the Citrus Flush Kit :. Works great and gets the cooling system
squeaky clean. One 1 bottle of Citrus Flush. I am offering the clear see through 10 pack at a
super price. These filters come stock on the Mercedes diesels and they should have come on
the VW's but did not. So go ahead and install one and keep the junk out of your expensive
primary filter. This kit will fit all Mercedes and VW diesels except and models. For and series
please order below. Russell's Review of the 10 pack Inline Filter Kit :. You should always keep a
few in your glove box, just in case. They are cheap and high quality and keep all the french fry
pieces out of your WVO. Ten 10 Inline Pre-filters. I am offering the see through 5 pack at a super
price. Russell's Review of the 5 pack Inline Filter Kit :. Five 5 Inline Pre-filters. I am offering the
see through bulk pack at a super price. Vacuum Door Lock Check Valve. If you still have your
original check valve then it is time to replace it with a new one. This valve lets vacuum only go
one way and if it leaks, then it will drain your main vacuum tank. This kit will fit all body
Mercedes with the diesel engine. Russell's Review of the Vacuum check valve Kit :. These
valves were not designed to last a life time. If you find that your door locks don't work or your
vacuum system won't hold vacuum overnight, then your check valve might be leaking. To really
overhaul your vacuum system order a set of the vacuum connectors as well to whip your
system back into leak free territory. The Vacuum check valve includes:. One 1 vacuum check
valve. Diesel Vacuum Dashpot for the Transmission. Connects to the tranny switching valve on
the injection pump. If your is leaking or not there anymore the transmission will not shift
properly. This kit will fit all and body Mercedes with the diesel engine. Another good reason to
replace this is proper transmission shift function. A leaking or mission dashpot will cause hard
shifting or erratic shifting. One 1 vacuum dashpot. Russell's Review of the 3 Way Vacuum
Connector:. Rubber connectors that are in the engine compartment deteriorate over a few years.
Restore the system to its leak free glory. One 1 3 way vacuum connector.. Russell's Review of
the 4 Way Vacuum Connector:. One 1 4 way vacuum connector.. Russell's Review of the 5 Way
Vacuum Connector:. One 1 5 way vacuum connector.. Don't forget to order your door panel
clips also. Door locks not working? Many times this part leaks and can cause many different
problems. Some cars have the white switch and some have the black one. They will not
interchange. Be sure you know which one you have. Russell's Review of the Master Vacuum
Switch:. These switches don't last forever. Stop a major source of vacuum leaks that can affect
everything that is vacuum controlled. Very easy to replace after removing the drivers side door
panel. One 1 master vacuum switch.. Diesel Vacuum Connector Kit. Leaking connectors and
check valves are the number 1 reason for having vacuum problems. This kit will fit all , , and
body Mercedes with the diesel engine. I have seen more vacuum problems over the years due to
cars still running with the factory original vacuum connectors. This is the main reason for a
host of problems like, door locks not working, improper climate control functions, vacuum leak
down overnight, erratic shifting transmission and on and on. Oil and engine heat hardens and
swells the rubber and they WILL leak. They are not meant to last a lift time. Order one for your
car and order a second one as a spare in your tool box. If you have a slightly different vacuum
configuration, let me know and I will put together a custom kit for you. The Vacuum Connector
Kit includes:. One 1 three way connector One 1 four way connector. One 1 90 degree bend
connector. One 1 degree bend connector. One 1 foot of German vacuum hose Access to my

web site pictorial and phone access to me if you have any questions. Same as the Vacuum
connector kit. See above product. The Master Vacuum Connector Kit includes:. One 1 foot of
German vacuum hose One 1 vacuum dashpot. These filters are cheap enough to keep some
spares on hand. Filter kits include the "O" ring and 2 drain plug washers. This kit will fit all , ,
and body Mercedes with the diesel engine from Russell's Review of the Oil Filter Kit :. High
quality spec filters. Don't neglect the oil and filter change on your car because you don't have a
filter on hand. This 3 pack should last you a little while even if you drive alot. Three 3 oil filters.
Filter kits include the "O" ring. This kit can be used on all diesel engines in the following
chassis models SD , , and through Will not fit D. High quality German OEM filters. This 3 pack
should last you a little while even if you drive a lot. The Spin-on Fuel Filter Kit includes:. Three 3
spin on fuel filters. Three 3 "O" rings. Suspension Filter. This kit can be used on all Station
Wagons with body through Russell's Review of the Suspension Filter :. One 1 suspension filter.
All mounting stems are intact. I only have a limited supply of these so when they are gone there
gone! Russell's Review of the Deck Lid Emblem :. I have been storing up these deck lid
emblems for quite a while and they are taking up space. They were all taken off the cars rear
deck lid and they are OEM. Since they are 20 plus years old don't expect them to be like new. All
mounting stems on the back are intact and they will just need some cleaning and polishing. I
will ship them in a box to prevent the post office from bending them up. One deck lid emblem.
When you check out at the shopping cart, put which emblem you want in the VIN section.
Mercedes Hood Star Emblem. For , , , series only. Please give year, make model and VIN when
ordering so we get you the proper emblem. The Mercedes Hood Star Emblem includes:. One
hood star emblem. Mercedes Trunk Star Emblem. For , series only. The Mercedes Trunk Star
Emblem includes:. One trunk star emblem. Motor Mount Set. Oil and time can wreck havoc on
the motor mounts. This kit can be used on all turbo and non-turbo diesel engines in the
following chassis models , , and through Russell's Review of the Motor Mount Kit :. High quality
motor mounts will make your engine stable again. Its not hard to replace them. If both of your
mount break, you run the risk of engine component failure that can destroy your engine. Two 2
motor mounts. Access to me if you have any questions. This kit can be used , body cars from
Russell's Review of the Mono Valve:. This is an easy job to do. Easy to get to and easy to
replace. Will restore your heat back into your car. A failed mono valve will not let the warm
engine coolant into the heater core. They don't last forever. If your mono valve has failed
electrically then you must replace the whole valve. One 1 Mono valve. This kit can be used , ,
body cars from One 1 Mono valve repair kit. P hone access to me if you have any questions.
This kit can be used , , , body cars. Russell's Review of the Radiator Drain Plug :. If you break
the plug you have to install a new one. Screws in the bottom of the radiator and if yours is old,
you may break it when you remove or replace it. Don't ask me how I know this. Order a few and
keep them as spares. The Radiator Drain Plug includes:. One 1 radiator drain plug. Oil Filter
Housing Shaft O rings. They should be changed out 1 time per year. But it is often times ignored
way too long. If your O rings are not soft and pliable then change them out. Replace them 1 time
per year for best results. Two 2 oil filter housing shaft O rings. With the way the parts for these
cars are bouncing around it makes good economic sense to stock up on your air filters. Three 3
air filters. This kit can be used 1 24 and body cars from Russell's Review of the Oil Pump :. If
your oil pump has failed or its not producing enough pressure then install another one that
works. Is leaking? Do you have hard shifts? Russell's Review of the Transmission Test Hose :.
If you suspect that your modulator is not working correctly, then use my test hose and tee to
see once and for all. Just hook up your vacuum gauge to one end and the other end to the
transmission modulator and its vacuum supply hose. Drive the car with the vacuum gauge
inside with you and you will see what kind of signal it is getting at each shift point. Also is a
great tool to use when adjusting the modulator for a precise shift. The Transmission Test Hose
Kit includes:. Six 6 feet of German vacuum hose with tee. These 2 sealing rings seal the u
shaped air boot that connects the air cleaner to the turbo. You will also suck dirty air into the
turbo vanes if you have the original seals. Russell's Review of the Seal Rings:. If there is ever
cheap insurance against possible engine failure this is it! Every Turbo Diesel that has rolled into
my shop so far, is still running on hard, brittle or misaligned seal rings that are original. These
are just real big O rings and must be soft and pliable in order to keep dirty unfiltered air out of
your turbo and engine. The boot and seal rings are the only thing keeping the air out of the
turbo, forcing it to pass through the air filter, BEFORE it get to the engine. Easy to replace and
every owner should do this now. Two 2 air intake seal rings. Replace your old discolored
expansion tank with a true German replacement part. Russell's Review of the Expansion Tank
Kit:. If your expansion tank is leaking, not holding pressure or looking brown, then install a new
one. Takes about 20 minutes from start to finish, and that includes draining and refilling the
radiator. A leaking tank can eventually overheat your engine if enough coolant is lost. Includes

the plug kit for those models that do not have the "low coolant" sensor. The Expansion Tank Kit
includes:. One 1 expansion tank. One 1 tank plug if you don't have the low coolant level option.
Depending on model your valve may be black, green or red. If you have the RED transmission
modulator valve on your car then it is a totally different animal and you can order that below.
Russell's Review of the Modulator Valve Kit:. If you experience rough or erratic shifts, or hear a
"clunk" when coming to a stop, your modulator valve may be bad. They can leak vacuum or just
not function properly. They don't last forever, so when in doubt, replace it. The Modulator Valve
Kit includes:. One 1 Modulator valve. Updated Breather Hose. This updated hose has internal
baffling to reduce the amount of oil that gathers in the air cleaner. Russell's Review of the
Updated Breather Hose:. If you have the old 3 piece breather hose system and are tired of the oil
leaks, then update to the new hose. Also if you have lots of oil inside the air cleaner and this will
help to cut some of that down. Really helps with engines that have lots of blow-by. The Updated
Breather Hose includes:. One 1 Updated breather hose. When the intake or exhaust portion of
the gasket is leaking then install a fresh new gasket. A leaky intake and exhaust system will rob
your engine of power, and could injest dirt and other debris in to the engine causing damage.
Replace the 2 hatch struts and stop using the broom handle. Russell's Review of the Wagon
Hatch Struts:. The rear hatch struts wear out just like the suspension shocks. Stop using your
wife's broom to hold up the rear hatch, and letting it hit you in the head. Shocks will make a
huge "smile" factor when you lift the rear hatch. The Wagon Hatch Strut Kit includes:. Two 2
hatch struts. Brake pedal hard? If yours is leaking or one or both of the vacuum metering
nipples have broken off, then you will need to replaced the hose. One 1 booster vacuum hose.
Automatic Transmission Shift Bushing. Does it wiggle around and not feel solid? Stop taking
changes with you car popping out of gear and rolling away. I have had several in my shop start
to roll in park, due to worn shift bushings. Don't let your car kill itself, replace the shift bushing
today. One 1 automatic bushing kit. The plastic and rubber pieces in the pump fail and will
cause the pump to fail. This kit is for vacuum pumps that have 2 vacuum lines coming out of the
top of the pump only. If you have an original vacuum pump or one that is getting weak, then just
rebuild it. Its not a hard job to do. Kit includes check valves, sealing washers and gaskets. The
Vacuum Pump Rebuild Kit includes:. One 1 vacuum pump rebuild kit. This kit is for vacuum
pumps that have 1 vacuum line coming out of the top of the pump only. Does not include the
rocker arm which is usually not needed. Pic coming soon. Vacuum Pump. This part can be used
on and later models only. Russell's Review of the Vacuum Pump Kit:. Your and later Mercedes
diesel does not have a rebuildable vacuum pump. If the pump goes out then it must be replaced.
Vacuum Pump Check Valve. The check valve can fail and render the pump unable to produce
vacuum. This part can be used on MB diesels. When rebuilding your vacuum pump its a good
idea to replace the brass check valve in the top of the pump. They will fail over time and prevent
the vacuum pump from pulling a vacuum on your system. The Vacuum Pump Check Valve
includes:. One 1 vacuum pump check valve. This pump is a common complaint for no heat at a
stop or slow moving conditions. Russell's Review of the Auxiliary Water Pump:. A very simple
job to do that can restore your heat to your car. The pump works to boost system pressure in
addition to the main water pump at low engine speed, such as idling and city driving. The
Auxiliary Water Pump includes:. One 1 auxiliary water pump. Driveshaft Support. You may have
a broken or worn driveshaft support or bearing. The rubber after many years will get hard, crack
and allow the drive shaft to move in an elliptical pattern, creating vibration and noise. Russell's
Review of the Driveshaft Support:. Restore the smooth ride and feeling that comes from a
properly spinning driveshaft. A good DIY project if you have some sturdy jack stands. The
Driveshaft Support includes:. One 1 driveshaft support. Driveshaft Support Bearing. The rubber
and bearings after many years will get hard, crack and allow the drive shaft to move in an
elliptical pattern, creating vibration and noise. Russell's Review of the Driveshaft Support
Bearing:. The Driveshaft Support Bearing includes:. One 1 driveshaft support bearing. Lower Oil
Cooler Hose and chassis. Lower hose only. If your oil cooler line bursts while at highway speed,
you will have less than 10 seconds to safely turn the engine off before it runs dry. Dont take a
chance on leaky oil cooler hoses. Replace them and save your engine. The Lower Oil Cooler
Line includes:. One 1 Lower Oil Cooler Line. Upper Oil Cooler Hose and Chassis. Upper hose
only. Don't take a chance on leaky oil cooler hoses. The Upper Oil Cooler Line includes:. One 1
Upper Oil Cooler Line. Lower Oil Cooler Hose Chassis. Hose is similar to those shown in pic.
Upper Oil Cooler Hose Chassis. Russell's Review of the Transmission Mount:. If the drive train
feels sloppy when the car shifts gears, you could have a deteriorated transmission mount. The
Transmission Mount includes:. One 1 transmission mount. Shot in my shop, professionally
edited and a whopping 43 minutes in length. Broadcast quality ready to view on your T. Learn
the proper way to do a diesel purge on your Mercedes. I show you step by step every trick and
tip on getting the most benefit for your dollar. I will also show you the right way to replace the

fuel filters so they don't leak. How to set up the purge bottle for maximum
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benefit and a whole host of other helps that are NOT on the pictorials. The DVD leaves out
none of the details. Get the confidence you need with me at your side. One 1 DVD on performing
the diesel purge. Shot in my shop, professionally edited and 21 minutes in length. Broadcast
quality ready to view on your TV. Changing the oil properly is different on the Mercedes diesel
than most cars. Its easy when you see me walk you through he process. I will teach you how to
avoid the dreaded "car won't turn off" syndrome after people change their oil. Learn how to
avoid the leaks at the oil filter housing and which O rings should be changed. I will teach you
why certain procedures need to be done so you will understand the system. One 1 DVD on
changing the oil in your diesel Mercedes. Yes you Mercedes has a power steering filter. I will
show you how to change it properly. One 1 DVD on changing the power steering filter. Shot in
my shop, professionally edited and a whopping 35 minutes in length.

